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ABSTRACT:
This paper describes the automation and optimization in control points measurement and elaboration of sketches in Close Range
Photogrammetry. The system can be controlled by an operator alone and it integrates a robotized and reflectorless total station, two
digital cameras, a laptop computer and the control software. The measured data with the station are registered and the control point
will get associated to their marks in the images. So, it is possible to eliminate the handmade sketches since the marking of control
points in the image is instantaneously made. The sketch includes object images with enlargements so the point is clearly identified
and marked with the support of a virtual reticle. Also the sketch includes object coordinates, image coordinates, identification code
(ID) and some additional information about the point. The use of the system by only one operator allows the reduction of costs,
organization and time in control point surveying. Different tests have been made in order to check the system. TDC: this test has
been made in close range conditions with targets and artificial illumination. EDIF: in this case the test includes long range conditions
and control points targeted at natural points in building façade. The tests have allowed several analyses to study the feasibility and
the improvement of the system. So we have made in situ tests by comparing direct observations with and without the camera
telescope, with targets and natural points, close and long distances and different conditions of illumination. Moreover in one of these
tests we include the observation and sketch realization with a manual method. With respect to the use of the aiming eyepiece camera,
the tests (TDC) realized in laboratory (close distance -4 m- and good light conditions) show very small spatial differences (below the
nominal precision of the total station) comparing the direct aim through the telescope without camera. Other test (EDIF) made over
longer distance (130 m) and natural targets show differences of few centimeters. Hence, the appending of the eyepiece camera does
not involve an excessive aiming error. On the other hand, the improvement of the system is relevant in the observation, measurement
and registration of control points. Hence, the decrease of tasks involved and the use the system by an operator reduce the total time
employed in two thirds. Although the aim is not completely accurate, the approximation is enough so the final aim is quickly
achieved and the lost of time is negligible. After these tests, this system has shown to be an affordable and fully operational method
that optimize and reduce the cost and time of control point measurements.
2. SYSTEM
1. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Hardware
The system has form by a robotized and reflectorless total
station TRCA 1203 (Leica), two small digital cameras and a
laptop computer (Scherer, 2004) (Mata 2008).

1.1 Introduction
The sketches processing of control points in Close Range
Photogrammetry suppose a laborious job and often not free of
mistakes and errors. Likewise, it implies for his practical
execution participation of over a person. The present article
shows the development of a low-cost system for the
automatization of the control point capture, the sketch
elaboration with inclusion of the associated data to surveyed
points. The system can be controlled by a person alone and it
reduces the mistakes to the relating the spatial points
coordinates with the images coordinates.

One of the cameras is placed on top of the telescope so it can
register a panoramic view of the area to be surveyed. The
second camera is place in the eyepiece (Figure 1 right). An
adaptor is made particularly for setup the camera to the
eyepiece. This camera receives the image through the telescope,
including the reticule image (crosshair) and therefore the
possibility to do precise aims, and locate the control points.
The system includes a laptop computer that controlls the total
station, the cameras, the measurement of the points of control
and the elaboration of sketches automatically.

The paper includes the description of the system, methodology,
principles of functions and examples for testing. This test
shows the improvements introduced for the system relate to
classical methods.
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Finally a table window shows the point edition including all
coordinates of points and the possibility to include points in the
projective transformation (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Sensor system. Right: total station and laptop. Left:
total station and coupled cameras.
Figure 3. Points edition window

2.2 Software

After collection of all necessary data we can elaborate
automatically the sketch for each point measured. This sketch
include the ID of point, the object and image coordinates, an
marked image which indicates the position of point, three
enlarged images, the image identification and some optional
observations. An example of this sketch is show in Figure 4.

The software has been implemented with different modules
which allow accomplishing several operations explained in the
in the methodology section.
The interface is composed for a windows set; these windows
can be shown simultaneously and they include the followings
windows (Figure 2):


Visualization window for the digital image and the
control point location; this include three images
enlargement windows with virtual reticles.



Module for marking points in the image and image
coordinates measurement.



A secondary window for visualization of panoramic
and eyepiece digital cameras permit eliminates the
direct observation from the total station.



A third window shows the control of the reflectorless
total station movements, capture and storage of point
observations and coordinates. This module permits
the introduction of setup coordinates and others
parameters in order to configuration of the
measurement.



The cameras parameters are controlled by an external
window.
Figure 4. Model of point sketch.
2.3 Methodology
After the panoramic view is captured and downloaded on the
computer screen, a software module (develop under Microsoft
Visual Basic 6.0 © Microsoft Corporation) allows visualize this
image with three different zoom levels (Figure 1).
First, we locate and measure in the image five points in the
surveyed area. In addition, the spatial coordinates of these
points are measured with the total station controlled by the
laptop. From the spatial object coordinates (3D) of these points
we can obtain a fit plane trough a least square adjustment
(Valle, 2004). Then points are projected onto this plane, and we
can obtain plane object coordinates (2D).

Figure 2. Control software interface
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EDIF - test; in this case the test includes long range conditions
and control points targeted at natural points in building façade
(Figure 5 right). Test was made over longer distance: 130 m.

From both set of two dimensional coordinates –image and
object plane coordinates- it is possible to make a 8-parameters
two dimensional projective transformation with redundancy.
Once the transformation parameters are known, it is possible to
apply the inverse projective transformation
Therefore, if we mark a point in the image by means of a device
pointer (i.e. mouse cursor), automatically their object
coordinates are known. This information is sent to the total
station; thus the collimation axis of total station is directly
pointed to the control point. The next step will be the
measurement and the recording of the object coordinates of the
point. The measured data with the station will be registered and
it will get associated to the point marked on the image and its
image coordinates.

Figure 5. Left: targets for TDC test area. Right: building façade
for EDIF test.

The precision in the automatic aim on a point depends of
different factors; and each one of them constitutes a uncertainty
source (Wolf, 2008). Therefore previous considerations about
the errors must be mentioned. In relation to the coordinates
image we can consider the resolution and the camera distortion.

This experience has analyzed the improvements with respect to
the manual methods in control points measurement and sketch
elaboration. The test has consisted in the observation and sketch
realization with a “classical” method involving two operators,
one controlling the total station and one assistant for aiming and
point marking in the laptop (with a design or CAD software).
Then same observations were made with one operator
controlling the new system. Again nine points were measured.

First, it is not necessary to calibrate the camera employed to
capture the image, since it has to do with a previous image
whose purpose is the data capture of control points; therefore a
coarse final aim is sufficient. Also we must bear in mind the
error committed by the operator marking the points on the
image.

In both tests, five points has been measured in the limits of the
observed area previously to the projective transformation and
afterwards four points in central area has been measured. These
points were hand measured for manual method and
automatically in tested method.

The objects coordinates are influenced for different errors: setup and orientation of total station, aims to the points, including
the camera distortion if we employ this system and the total
station angular and distance measurement precision. Finally,
the transformation and the plane's fit introduce uncertainties in
the final results. All these error sources do that final aim not be
exact.

After measurement step, tests were compared in order to
calculate the differences in object coordinates.

3. TESTS OF THE SYSTEM

4. RESULTS

Different tests have been made in order to check the system.
The tests have allowed several analyses to study the feasibility
and the improvement of the system. On the first experience we
have compared aims with and without camera.

With respect to the use of the aiming eyepiece camera, the tests
(TDC) realized in laboratory show very small spatial
differences (below the nominal precision of the total station)
comparing the direct aim through the telescope without camera.

The introduction of a new element in the measurement of
spatial coordinates of control points can suppose an additional
source of uncertainty. So we have made in situ tests by
comparing direct observations with and without the camera
telescope, in other words we made aims directly through the
total station telescope and aims with the eyepiece camera.

These differences are shown in Figure 6, note that these
differences are uniforms, 1 mm in X, Y coordinates (except two
exceptions which are consequence of mistakes in observations)
The differences between coordinates are independent of type of
point; in other worlds, the magnitude is the same for points
measured manually (previous to the projective transformation,
point 1 to 5) and points automatically observed (after the
projective transformation, point 6 to 9)

These tests have been made in different situations: with targets
and natural points, close and long distances and different
conditions of illumination.
TDC - test; this test has been made in close range conditions
with targets and artificial illumination, to simulate Industrial
Photogrammetry working environments. Close distance -4 mand good light conditions. Measures has been made firstly
employing the eyepiece camera and next the same points has
been measurement without this camera. Nine targets has been
measured (Figure 5 left).
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Diferences between object coordinates with camera and non - camera observations

Diferences between object coordinates with manual method and without camera
observations
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Figure 6. Differences between object coordinates in laboratory
test with camera and non cameras observations.

Figure 9. Differences between object coordinates in long range
distance test with camera and manual method.

The second test, (EDIF,) shows differences of few centimeters
(average differences 6 mm) if we compare the observation with
and without eyepiece camera. The differences do not follow a
fixed pattern; the influences of mentioned errors give rise to the
random distributions in the values of the differences of
coordinates as shown in the Figure 7.

In both cases we can note the differences among two groups of
point Figure 8 and Figure 9. Points before the projective
transformation (1 to 5) and points automatically observed after
the projective transformation, clearly these differences are
larger in the second group. Because the automatic aims has
been affected by the errors introduced by the points used for the
projective transformations.

Diferences between object coordinates with camera and non - camera observations

Hence, the appending of the eyepiece camera does not involve
an excessive aiming error (the average error in Z coordinates
becomes of 8 millimetres in 100 meters of distance). The aims
can be made by the eyepiece camera without make a
meaningful contribution to the measurement error.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 7. Differences between object coordinates in long range
distance test with camera and non cameras observations.

The employ of cameras for aims the object points contribute to
a more effective process of measurement with a significant
reduction of the time employed in control survey. Thus, this
procedure eliminates the hand drawing sketches and the hand
marking of points in the images.

Probably same as the test in laboratory, the differences between
coordinates are independent of type of point, (previous or after
to projective transformation).

The aims of control point is not necessary directly over the
object, this operation is made from the sensor and laptop
computer by the cameras images.

Also this test include the comparison between observations
with manual method and with and without eyepiece camera
methods

Moreover the reduction of tasks involved and the use the
system by only one operator reduce the total time employed in
a ratio by two thirds. Also, if the transformation has been made
previously and additional observations are necessary with a
new setup of an oriented total station, the time reduction is
larger.
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The simultaneous confection of the sketch and report including
the coordinates of control points reduce furthermore the time of
works and the possibility of make mistakes.
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Futures work will be developed, in order to improve the subject
as the automatic focusing, reduction the errors and methods for
different situations as not plane surfaces and setup. Moreover,
to introduce improves in cameras resolution and communications between the total station and laptop
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Figure 8. Differences between object coordinates in long range
distance test with camera and manual method.
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